MPI Motors

186-194 Holme Lane
Hillsborough

Tel: 0114 3273460

Sheffield
South Yorkshire

Web: www.mpimotors.co.uk

S6 4JZ

Mercedes C Class C200 C Class CDI BlueEFFICIENCY Sport 4dr

General Info
Engine:

Vehicle Features
2.1 Diesel Automatic

Price:

Not Specified

£5,990

Body Type:

4 Dr Saloon

Owners:

3

Mileage:

83,249

Reg Date:

£5,990

September 2010 (60)

Colour:

Black

Vehicle Description
MPI Motors are excited to offer this superb example of the Mercedes-Benz C200 BlueEfficiency Sport that is finished in black with a
partial grey leather upholstery interior. The C Class is a luxury saloon that benefits from an endless list of specification and a sleek
executive design. It has a seamless automatic gearbox that is certainly a joy to drive on long or short journeys. This is combined
with a luxury and comfortable interior and 4 door practicality, so you can begin to see why this is a very popular choice amongst
saloons. It also benefits from service history and a 12 month MOT. With everything in mind this can only be described as
outstanding value for money and we can't see it being in stock for long so don't hesitate and call us today for more information or
to arrange a test drive. Also we will not be beaten on price!,Service history - latest just been completed ,Supplied with a 12 month
MOT ,Remote central locking - 2 keys ,17 inch multi spoke AMG alloy wheels,Front and rear park distance control,Cruise control with
speed limiter,Bluetooth telephone connectivity ,Partial grey leather upholstery ,Front Seats - Electrical Height/Back
Adjustment,Paddle shift for automatic gearbox ,Leather bound multi functional steering wheel,Audio 20 Radio with Single CD Drive
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